SIMRAN - PART 13
Man, entangled in the doubt-fallacy of worldliness which operates according to natural
law, deserts his ‘Infinite Lord’ and lost in the ‘worldly gifts’, he simply loses his
priceless life
1

Man has fallen in love with the gifts and forgotten the giver.

676

2

Such is this worldliness, by which the Lord is forgotten, worldly love wells up
and one is attached to the love of another.
921

3

O Lord of the world and Master of the universe, this worldliness
made me forget your feet.
Even a bit of love for You does not well up in Your slave. What can
poor slave do.

has
the
857

To free (us) from this doubt-fallacy state of ‘worldliness’ the Infinite Lord sent
into this world beloved gurmukhs, saints, bhagats, gurus, avtars etc., who gave direction
towards divine life to man, lost in the fallacy of worldliness. In the pitch darkness of
Kaljug (era) the Satguru’s, through Gurbani, blessed to mankind the illumination of the
essence of Divine Knowledge with whose intuitive light the seeker can thread on the
true divine path and emancipate his life.
But it is regrettable that by having this ‘Divine Lighthouse’ that is ‘Gurbani’
and by
reading
listening
contemplating
sermonizing
intellectualizing knowledge
discussing and debating
preaching
‘Gurbani’, we have not benefited from Gurbani’s innate meanings or the
essence of Divine Knowledge and the experience of self awareness.
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The reason for this is that Gurbani has come from the ‘Divine World’ and our
mind is still entrapped in the gross external ‘deeds and rituals’ and is unaware and
irresponsible towards the innate, hidden, sublime spiritual understanding of Gurbani.
1

Man performs rituals and righteous deeds in various ways but know not
God the Doer.
He imparts instructions, but himself practises not. He realises not the
essence of the Naam
380

2

You do not meditate on God, nor do you serve your Guru, the Lord’s slave,
nor divine knowledge wells up in you.
The Pure Lord is within your mind, but you are searching him in the
wilderness.
632

We seem to be satisfied with the reading - listening - singing and conducting
discourses of Gurbani. We don’t have the concentration or the will to practice the
Guru’s teachings because we think that Gurbani’s stanzas have possibly been written for
intellectuals or religious leaders. They are not applicable to us. We are house-holders.
This is the reason why, in spite of our being sucked into the whirlpool of this terrible
uncrossable ocean of materialism,we
do not feel the need
are unable to create the inclination
don’t have the courage
unable to find the time
or make an effort
to escape from this situation through the Guru’s teaching via simran or the practice of
the Word.
Gurbani chastises us as follows in this matter:3

Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the
world has perished

4

The man who embraces not affection for the Naam goes to hell, even
though he performs millions of ceremonial rites.
240

5

The whole world is entangled in false occupations and has been unable
to build an awareness of the Glorious God.
Swayeh Patshahi 10

The light-house of Gurbani or ‘intuitional essence of knowledge’, for it to be
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whole
133

contemplated
discovered
acquired
recognised
enjoyed
we have to go within and learn the methodology of doing ‘Simran’
1

He, whose awareness is awakened through Gurbani, within his mind abides
the Lord’s Naam. 797

But while travelling on the religious or spiritual path we need to have the right
perspective and be able to discuss, the causes that create obstacles in the ‘practice of the
word or simran so that we can avoid or protect or ‘abstain’ from these harmful causes.
HARMFUL COMPANY:Five devils - Under the influence and slavery of lust, anger, greed, attachment, and
egoism, we indulge in the harmful company of base and lowly desires which keep us
attached to the events of the past and the polluted ‘mental flights’ of the future.
2

3

These five vices have corrupted my mind.
Every moment they remove me away from God

710

Says Kabir, the five evil passions quarrel with me and in this quarrel my life
is wasted away.
482

Out of ignorance, under the influence of the 5 devils we think, create schemes, extend
our relationship and do deeds, the consequences of which we will invariably have to
face. When we get disturbed by the consequences of our own doings then we put the
blame on others
on our bad luck
on God
But Gurbani in very clear words admonishes us 4
5
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Whatever I did, I have received the fruits (of those deeds). I blame
no one
else.
433
As the man sows so does he reap. Such is the field of action & reactions.
134
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If we can have faith on these lines from Gurbani, that we reap what we sow,
then through the contemplation of the discerning mind, we can protect ourselves from
the bad influence of this evil company especially when we are about to do some deed
under the influence of degrading thoughts.
According to Gurbani, for a ‘being’ to become mind orientated (manmukh) or Guru
orientated (gurmukh) depends on ones
bad or good
‘company’ or relationship.
1

As is the company it associates with, so is the fruit it eats.

1369

2

In the company of the holy and the unholy the fruits of evil and
virtuous behaviour are experienced as pain and comfort.
VBG
31/13

3

Just as copper immersed in quicklime turns into bronze.
The same copper when mixed again turns into brass,
Mixed with lead it becomes an alloy called ‘bhart’,
Copper when it rubs against the philosopher’s stone turns into gold,
The same copper when thoroughly burnt is used as medicine,
In the same way The Lord resides in all but the difference in quality
depends on the company (one keeps).
VBG 2/6

In other words to travel on the ‘spiritual path’ the truthful, lofty, divine
company,
is the most effective and fulfilling preliminary step.
The negative external effect of personal, bookish and mental company,
although it is its exact opposite, its effect can reduce through associating with divine
company, but the ever so powerful poisonous effect (of the negative company)
overwhelms our external deeds, worship, knowledge-contemplation and religious
activity.
For this reason it has been observed that many a time, the virtuous, good and
religious people, under the influence of the accumulated baser instincts in their
subconscious minds end up doing unjustifiable corrupt deeds.
To cleanse this invisible filth from the subconscious mind, the Guru’s have
given a fantastic prescription to the worldly people 4
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The mind is defiled with sins,
Which (can be) cleaned with the beauty of (God’s) Name.
122.4

4

And this ‘beauty of the Naam’ - ‘the shop of the Lord’s elixir’, the Guru’s have
again and again put forward and impressed upon us
1

2

The value of Lord’s elixir cannot be told.
The Lord’s elixir is contained in the saint’s shop....

377

The remembrance of the Lord comes about in the company of the
All the treasures says Nanak are in the love of the Lord.

saints.
262

In the company of saints or in the gathering of the Guru’s beloved traders
through simran, this transaction of truth or the trade of ‘Naam’ has to be carried out.
Me - Mine
Out of ignorance, man gets consumed in useless personnel routines of the memine state and burdens himself with unnecessary worry and anxiety. We are so much
involved in the physical and mental materialistic encumbrances of ‘mine’ or ‘ours’, that
all our time is used up in tackling them, and even then these worldly entanglements
cannot be settled - because when one problem is solved more new ones pop up.
3

Running after worldly affairs, man passes his day and the night he loses
in sleep.
Uttering untruth, he eats poison. Like this the egocentric departs
bewailing.
949

4

Doing worldly affairs, man wastes his life in vain. He does not
enshrine the Bliss -giving Lord in his mind.
644

5

This mind wanders about in greed and to greed it gets attached.
In false pursuits he is engrossed. He will suffer blows in the presence of
Yama.
994

6

Abandoning the Lord’s meditation, you have brought up a large
family.
You continue to be absorbed in worldly affairs though none of your
brothers and kinsmen will remain forever.
1370

Together with this we unjustifiably interfere in the affairs of others and getting
involved in disputes we continue to pollute our mind.
But Gurbani gives us the sublime advice of ‘remaining detached’ while living
the honest, truthful and simple life of a house-holder.
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1

Wit the True Name my mind is attached.
With people I have but superficial dealings. 1.
My ties are but external . I appear happy with all.
Like lotus in water I live detached from them. rahao.1.
By word of mouth I talk to all.
But in my heart I keep my Lord close to my heart.2.

384

Frivolous Talk:Like making a mountain of a mole hill, we take a small thing and exaggerate it
and we waste our precious time in continuously doing this. Even in a satsang it can be
noticed that the seekers instead of benefiting from Naam and Bani, they form groups,
play politics, create disputes and keep on wrangling. Like lawyers and judges, they
hold their court, even in the Guru’s presence.
On the other side the lady folks too continue to cook porridge with their
relations and friends with talk of their diseases, clothes, ornaments, house-hold routines,
slander and back - biting
Through unnecessary disputes we unjustifiably slander others and keep
polluting our mind. Gurbani advises us:
2

It is not good to talk ill of any one. The foolish manmukhs (who believes not
in the Guru) alone do it.
755

3

By talking and speaking (with those who follow not the Guru’s
teachings) the sins in one increases.
If I do not speak , what can the poor fellow do to me.
870

4

To talk incessantly (talk too much) is all in vain.
Without our saying, every is known to the Lord.

661

In this mental state of materialism, the mind finds it impossible to develop a
desire to do simran. To do simran, one needs to talk only when it is necessary or
justifiable.
One needs to abstain from such irrelevant and wasteful ‘busy-body’ kind of talk.
Gurbani advises
5

Without the Name all other things are false and worthless.

Mental and Physical Diseases:Our mental and physical diseases too is a major cause for hindrances in simran.
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761

The Infinite Lord has fashioned the human body on some invisible
and subtle rules referred to as “The Will” which is written in the depths our
souls.
When we get ‘out of tune’ with this divine ‘Will’ written within us,
then there is a disruption in the functioning of the internal physical
machinery..
The self inflicted ‘disruption’ is what is called disease.
For example if a certain gear in a machine becomes loose then that
machine stops functioning which in English is referred to as ‘out of order’.
When we willfully or even in ignorance violate the ‘Will written
within us’ then we have to face the result of its consequences in the form of
a disease.
It is said that first the mind becomes sick. and its reflection
invariable falls on the ‘body’. For example under the influence of a weak
mind, when man for the sake of relish and desire consumes harmful things,
then the result of the consequences have to be faced in the form of disease.
It is within everybody’s experience to realise that a physical disease
creates a massive disruption in our ‘simran’. In fact it is impossible to do
‘simran’ in a diseased condition because the patient’s attention is always
focused on his disease and all the time he keeps talking and complaining
about his problems.
The patient no doubt has to bear his difficulties, but in the process
he also ‘drains’ those who look after him with worry and anxiety. That is
why, Gurbani gives us the prescription written below for a permanent cure
for both physical and mental diseases1

2
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Farid, do good towards the bad. Do not allow anger (or wrath) to
wear out your mind.
Your body shall not be inflicted with disease. You will acquire
everything.
1381-82
Take your bath. Remember your Lord. Your mind and body shall be
free of disease.
611
122.7

1

(O man) daily taste the Nectar Name food of the Lord. All the time let it
be in your mouth.
Every day sing the praise of the Lord of the World. The pains of old age
and death will fade away.
611

But we push aside these counsels of Gurbani and become slaves to the baser
inclinations of the mind and continue to be physically and mentally disease ridden.
Allergy:-

It is possible to confront and external enemy, but it is impossible to
escape from the invisible enemy in the sub-conscious - that is ‘allergy’. What ever
we think, or deeds we do, its ‘effect’ descends into the sub-conscious. The
powerful effect of intense thoughts descends even more quickly into the subconscious and its result
is very profound and potent/fatal.
We ourselves are responsible for storing these base, polluted and
poisonous inclinations into our sub-conscious.
In the courtyard of our hearts is the abode of our Guru or God. In the same
courtyard we continue to accumulate filth and poisonous rubbish and by
increasing this pollution we are disrespecting our Guru.
Whenever we think about such a person of whom we are ‘allergic’ or bear
jealousy, we disturb this filthy internal rubbish and release the odour. This gives
rise to a spasm of hatred in our minds, causing us to sneer and make a display of
hatred and anger. With the fire of that ‘allergy’ our mind and body heats and burns
and in this way our virtuous deeds too go a waste.
This is the reason why, in spite of so much worship, practicing rites and
virtues we continue to be absorbed in paying lip service, jealousy, hatred, and
enmity.
The external physical filth or pollution, upon death is left behind, but the
poisonous state of the sub-conscious goes along with the being even after physical
death.
2
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Over numerous births the mind, defiled with filth, has become pitch black.
The oilman’s rag (blackened during oil extraction) turns not white by
washing, even though it be washed a hundred times.
651
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In a mind that is so polluted, the joy, wish or desire to do simran can never
arise.
The low mentality of ‘allergy’ is by itself extremely poisonous which scorches
(burns) our physical - mental - emotional - intellectual being with the invisible mental
fire 1

With the inner fire, the world is being consumed. But, to the Lord’s
devotees worldliness does not cling to him.
673

This condition is given the same weightage as that life of a snake 2

Without the Lord’s simran, to live is like burning in fire, even though,
like a snake, one’s life may be long.
712

3

Without Lord’s meditation, mortal’s life is like that of a snake. (full of
poison) So lives the disbeliever by forgetting the Name.
239

RELIGIOUS FANATICISM
If the poisonous influence of religious fanaticism spreads to this ‘allergy’ of
mental fire then only God can help.
With religious fanaticism the poison of our allergy becomes so very intense
that it scorches (burns) our ‘being’ and turns it into ash.
Under the poisonous influence of ‘religious fanaticism’ numerous acts of feud
- vendetta and tyranny have always been committed and are being committed even now.
Tribes and communities after communities get enveloped in its fire.
4

* In the world are the four Hindu castes and four Muslim groups.
*Filled with pride, backbiting, ego and tension, they used unwarranted force.
mark and the sacrificial thread.
*One said Raam the other Raheem for the One Name and in this
doubt created two paths.
*Both, forgetting the Vedas & the Kitab, got trapped in attachment and greed
and became satanic.
*Truth took the rear seat, brahmins and mullahs started fighting and
killing one another.
V.B.Gurd.1/21

From the bosom of those with the allergy of religious fanaticism other than hatred,
jealousy, feud-vendetta, nothing else can surface (or emerge).
From such a bosom it is impossible to develop the inclination or desire to do simran.
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For this reason Gurbani advises us as follows on this subject -
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1

Harbour not evil to another in your mind, then, O Brother and friend,
trouble shall not befall you.
386

2

I you desire your Beloved (the Lord), then do not hurt any one’s heart.
1384
Bear not enmity towards any one.
In every heart the Lord resides
259

3

4

No one is my enemy nor is anyone a stranger to me. I am a friend of all.
1299

Our attitude should be like that of a‘gurmukh (Guru orientated) who discards
enmity and vendetta’.
But in our daily life our behaviour is absolutely the opposite of this and
because of that - the desire to go to a satsang does not develop.
- those do go, attend for the sake of making a show and passing time.
- those who remain seated are unable to benefit from the pure and lofty
values of the satsang.
- the desire or the joy to do ‘Simran’ does not emerge.
5

True is the Great Merchant (The Lord) and true His dealers. The false
cannot stay there.
They love not the Truth and are consumed in agony.
756

6

Kabir, a sinner does not love The Lord’s meditation. God’s worship does
not please him. (Very much like) the fly which forsakes the sandle wood
and goes there where there is evil odour.
1368

7

Those who hearts are hard, sit not near the True Guru.
Truth prevails there and the liars feel mentally depressed.
By hook and crook, they pass their time, and again, go and sit with
false ones .
Falsehood cannot mix in truth, go verify and see it .

the
314

But according to Gurbani, it is mandatory for us to do ‘Simran’ in the presence
of the sadh sangat (company of evolved souls) 8
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Other works are of no avail to you.
Join the society of saints and contemplate over the Name alone.

122.10

12

1

Singing God’s praises in the society of saints is the highest of all the deeds.
642

.2

Join the society of saints and contemplate on the Lord of wealth. Thus
from a sinner you shall become holy.
631

3

Win for yourself this invaluable gem of human life by remembering God in
the society of saints even if be for a moment.
210

BASE FORM OF ENTERTAINMENT:We, in order to forget the anxiety of the self created worldly entanglements or
to fulfill some psychologically base (degrading) desires, we depend on a variety of
entertainment or mind gratifying activities like
reading immoral novels
cinema (seeing films)
T.V. - Video etc
dance parties
sessions of card - drinks
sessions of gossiping / frivolous talk
Our mind is already polluted. With these base and harmful forms
entertainment it becomes even more polluted.

of

Under the influence of such low and base forms of entertainment ‘Simran’
cannot be done and nor the desire to do ‘Simran’ emerge. On the contrary we are being
swept away towards ‘hell’ and we forget the Lord. In this condition the surfacing of
low thoughts
base desires
immoral cravings
base emotions
base hopes and aspirations
vulgar behaviour
immoral deeds
is inevitable.
According to our low and immoral desires there is a rapid increase in forms of
entertainment of the baser kind.
These baser forms of entertainment are suicidal for our new generation.
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But Gurbani is advising and chastising us 1
He who drinks God’s Nectar is inebriated and intoxicated.
All other pleasures are but paltry (vain) O man.

377

2

Burn such ceremonial custom by which I may forget my Beloved.
Nanak, sublime is the love which builds my honour with the lord.
590
In reality our mind requires a fresh kind of an addiction that is exciting and delicious in
which it can enjoy itself and remain intoxicated. Unless and until he can get some lofty
and beneficial allurement, until then it is inevitable that that it will continue to remain
attached in the lower and baser forms of entertainment.
3

All other relishes which you taste O my tongue, with them your thirst
departs not even for a moment.
If you taste the sweetness of God’s elixir, on tasting it you will be left in a
wondrous state.
180

4

By abandoning these worldly savouries you attain spiritual bliss.
By drinking this Nectar, this worldly savouries are no more pleasing. 382

For this reason, for a mind that is overwhelmed by the low forms of
temptations that pander to the senses, for it to be attracted towards some pure and lofty
‘love-feelings- joy’ that is ‘supreme bliss’ of the Naam, Gurbani reveals the one and
only effective method ‘The Sadh Sangat’ from which we can get divine guidance
through ‘SIMRAN’ and bring about a change in our life.
5

Join the society of saints, and contemplate on the Lord of wealth. Thus from a
sinner you shall become holy
631

6

If he joins the society of saints, then he comes to embrace love for truth.

7

8
9
10

11

756
Standing or sitting, meditate on God and enshrine affection for the society of
saints (spiritually evolved souls)
Nanak, when the supreme Lord abides in man’s mind, his evil intellect is takes
flight .
297
O Nanak it is a blessing of the Lord’s Love when one turns pure in the
company of the holy ones.
297
In the society of saints, man’s filth is washed off and the Supreme Lord
becomes his friend.
625
Rise early in the morning and repeat the Lord’s Name. Day and night
meditate on Him.No anxiety shall befall you and your calamity shall vanish.
255
In the society of saints my aversion to the Lord is gone and my soul and
body are imbued with God’s love.
892
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